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A VAT Health check is designed to give you piece of mind that your business is compliant in
accordance with currently accepted practices. At the end of the Health Check, you are
presented with a tailored report detailing any VAT issues identified and our recommended
courses of action.

VAT Health Check

The purpose of the review is to provide you with reassurances that your VAT Return has been
checked by a VAT specialist. If any issues are identified, we will advise you of what actions are
needed to rectify these.

VAT Return Review

Understanding the indirect tax implications in advance of a business project
commencing is essential. Whether you are planning to develop a plot of
land into residential properties or are intending to acquire another business,
we can advise you on the tax implications of a proposed deal or structure
and provide appropriate recommendations, potentially saving you large
amounts of tax.
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Some businesses may wish to have access to specialist VAT knowledge
without the need to employ a full time specialist. We offer a pay as you
go service for assisting with VAT queries, or alternatively you can spread
the cost by paying a monthly retainer.

Ad-Hoc Support

At Dyke Yaxley, we offer a range of advisory services to assist business ensure
they are both compliant with relevant laws and keeping their indirect tax bills
to a minimum.

Indirect Tax Advisory Services

For Partially Exempt businesses or those that trade internationally, we offer bespoke services           

Other Services

We offer a service to review your VAT Return for completeness and
accuracy before it is submitted to HMRC. We review common areas
that often lead to issues when HMRC open an enquiry as well as any
areas that are relevant to your business.

The most in-depth review we offer is a full VAT Health Check of your
business. 

We examine all relevant areas of VAT that affect your business and identify
any VAT savings or issues that could arise in the event of a HMRC enquiry. 

to provide advice and assistance in these complex areas. 


